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= Ak+|jc|V inDx (0, T)
(x,r)=O
(*,0)
on 3D x (0, T)
= a(x) > 0 in D
where a > Q,p > 1.
The domain D is a cone in RN, such as
D = {x e RN＼0;x/＼x＼e Q],
where Q <= SN~* is an open connected subset with smooth boundary. The
nonnegative initialcondition a(x) is continuous and {x)a^p~^a{x) is bounded in
5andfl = 0on 3D ((x) = yj＼+ |x|2).
Let <o＼ be the smallest Dirichlet eigenvalue for the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on O, and y+ be the positive root of y(y + N ―2) = co＼.The following
results are well known by the papers of Levine and Meier [3],[4] and Hamada
[2].
(I) If 1 <p < 1 + (2 + o)/(N + y+), there is no nontrivial nonnegative global
solution for any initialdata.
(II) If p = 1 + (2 + a)/(N+ y+), there is no nontrivial nonnegative global
solution for any initialdata.
(III) If p> 1 + (2 + a)I(N + y+), then there exist nontrival nonnegative global
solutions for sufficientlysmall initial data.
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In the case (III), it is clear if the initial condition is not decreasing as
|x| -> oo, so the solution of (P) is not global in time.
In the case of D = RN, when p > 1 + (2/iV) and a = 0, Fujita [1] proved
that there exist global solutions of (P) with the initial data satisfying
0 < a(x) < S exp(-y|x|2)
for any y > 0 and some 5 > 0.
Our motivation of this paper is to find the criticaldecay rate of the initial
datum between existence and nonexistence of the nonnegative global solution of
(P).
Throughout this paper we assume p > 1 + (2 + a)/(N + y,) and a > 0.
if





= u(x, t) is called a solution of (P) in (0, T)
u is continuous in D x [0,7"),
ut,uXi and ux.x.{i,j= 1,...,7V) are continuous in D x (0,7*),
llM(0llff/(/>-i)ls finitefor each ? e [0,T),
u satisfies(P),
where ＼＼u(t)＼＼*/(p-i)-= supD(Xy/{p-l)＼u(x, t)＼
Definition 1.2. T := sup{T > 0;||≪(0L/(/≫-i)is finite for R^t<T] is
called the nontrivial existence time of u. If T = +00, then u is called a global
solution of (P).
The local existencetheorem for (P) is stated as follows (see [2, Theorem
1.1]).
Theorem. For any nonnegative function a ― a(x) in C(D) satisfying
＼＼a＼＼ff/(p-i)< °°and a = R on 3D there is a solution u(x, t) of (P) in (0, ?o) such
that ||w(0llff/(/>-i)is finite in (O,to) where to > 0 depends only on a, p, N and a.
Let {≪A≪}^i be a normalized orthogonal system for the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on Q corresponding to the sequence {con} of Dirichlet eigenvalues for
this problem and we take ＼jjx> 0 in O.
We assume M(cc) be positive constants such that
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(i) if a < (2 + (j)/(p - 1) then Af(a) is an arbitrary positive constant,
(ii)if oc=(2 + a)/(p-l) then
M(a)
27++(3a)/2exp(l/4)r(tf/2 + y+) L MWSe
(p - l)l^r((N + y+- ≪)/2)JQ]*＼{0)dSe
where Oi c Q and |£li|^ 0.
The main results of this paper are the following.
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Theorem 1.1. Let 0 < a < (p - l)(N-2)(N > 2) and Oi he stated as
above. We assume ＼＼a＼＼ahp-＼)< oo and
(1) a(x) > M(x)~cc＼l/l{x/＼x＼)for x e {＼x＼> 1 and x/＼x＼efli},
where 0 < a < (2 + o)/{p - 1) and M > M(a). Then the solutionof (P) is not
global.
Theorem 1.2. Let a > (2 + a)/(p - 1). If there exists m > 0 such that the
nontrivial initialdata of (P) satisfies
(2) 0<a(x)<m(x)~ailjl(x/＼x＼) forxeD,
then there exists the unique nontrivial global solution of (P).
The paper is divided as follows. In Section 2 we will prove Theorem 1.1.In
Section 3 we will show the existence of the global solution of (P) (Theorem 1.2).
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1.
We introduce the Green's function G(x,y;t) ― G(r,6,p,^;t) (r ― ＼x＼,






where vn = {{(N - 2)/2)2 + (on}l/2, and
(3) Uz) -5 Yf> [z/2)2k) 2^k＼T(v + k+l)
(see Watson [5]).






inD x (0, ex)),
on dD x (0, oo)
v(x, 0) = a(x) in D,
where a(x) is the same initialdata as








To prove Theorem LI we need the followingLemma (See [2, Lemma 3.21)
Lemma 2.1. We assume 0 < a/{p - 1) < N - 2. Let T he the maxima!
existence time of u, and v be the solution of (H) with the same initial-boundary
condition as u.
Then
v(x, t) < ((p - l)＼x＼at)-ll{p-l) in D x (0, T)
Proof of Theorem 1.1
(P), then from Lemma 2.1
We assume that there existsa global solution of
we have
(p- iymP-V > ＼x＼°/(P-l)tl≪p-Vv(x,t)inDx (0,oo).







G(r, 0, p, fr t)a(p, (j>)pN-1 dS* dpi,, (0) dSe
0 JQ




















where cx = (p - l)"1/^) Jo^(0)^.





where c2 = 2N+2v+-lT(N/2 + y+)a.




then for t e (0, oo)
≪p(-@*
509
> 2N+y+-≪-lMt{(a+2)/(p-l)-a)/2r^N+ y+ _ ^y2, l/(4t)).
Letting t -≫co we have reached a contradiction.Thus we have proved Theorem
1.1.
(4)
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2
In thissection we prove Theorem 1.2
We put
p(x, t) =1 g^ootVi








c5z-ll2ez z > 1
Now we estimate the decay order of p(x,i)
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Lemma 3.1. Assume a > (2 + o)/{p - 1). Let C = C(°0>R be
(i) C(a) = a-<7/(/>-l) i/(2 + <7)/(jp-l)<a<7V+y+,
(ii) C(a)e(2/(/≫-l),^ + y+-a/(/≫-l)) i/a = 7V + y+,
(iii)C(≪)=JV + y+-ff/(/≫-l) ^/a>iV + y+,
then there exists a positive constant c≪such that,
(6) Ijcr7^-1^*, 0 ^ C6(l + tyC/2 forxeD,t> 0.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. From (4) we have
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for some positiveconstant c%.









eg < oo for any r,t > 0,
where C9 is a positiveconstant.
So, we obtain for any t > 0
A < msLx{cs,cg}t~^2.







= c5{J + K}.

















where c＼qis a positive constant.
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Next we estimate K
＼fl-r＼>(fi/2)>(t/r). So:
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constant en > 0 such that
4r
r-(N-l)/2+o/(p-l) (N-l)/2-a d
B < c5{ciq + Cn}r(≪-^/(/'-i))/2
for t > 0. On the other hand from the definitionof C we have £< a ― o/(p ―1).
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1, since Ixp^" y(x,t) is bounded.
To show the global existence of the solution of (P), we introduce the
following norm,















Then the following Lemma is immediate from the definitionof II･ II
Lemma 3.2. Suppose a satisfies (2) then ＼＼uq＼＼<m.
Lemma 3.3. For some constant cu > 0, %? satisfies
||O/>||< cn.
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(8) 0 < >M(x, 0 < ||≪f(%)(x, t) < c12||M||V(x, 0-
So the following Lemma holds.
Lemma 3.4. If ＼＼u＼＼< oo then for some en > 0,
||<HI < cl2＼＼u＼＼p.
Lemma 3.5. If there exist Ji < oo such that,
＼＼u＼＼M＼<Ji
then,
＼＼<bu- <bv＼＼< cnpJ£{p-l)＼＼u- v＼＼.
Proof. By using the mean value theorem






Prcx)f of Theorem 1.2. This proof is motivated by the idea given in [1].
We define
un+i=uQ + Run (n = 0,1,2...).
By Lemma 3.2 and (8), we can take m > 0 such that
IKII <2m (≪= 0,1,2,...),
and there exists,0 < 8 < 1 such that,
(10) ＼＼un+2- un+i＼＼< 8＼＼un+i- un＼＼(n = 0,1,2,...).
So, X^° llM≪+i
~un＼＼
converges. Thus there exists a function u such that
＼＼un―m||―>0 as n ―>oo.
The uniqueness is clear from (10).
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